
 LECTURE 5 
 
The practice of Shamatha and an introduction into the Vipashyana practice in the vehicle of 
disciples. 
 
Even though the Shravaka bhumi describes the practice of shamatha and vipashyana from the 
perspective of disciples, it uses the logic of the practice based on the mind only philosophy which it 
considers to be universal, common to all Buddhist practices. So, it follows the same lines of 
progress explained in the Bodhisattva practice. (see Bodhisattva bhumi and 
Abhidharmasamuccaya). They are; 1/ Practice based on resolution 依勝解行 =penetrate the fact, 

that the shamatha nimitta禪相 is mind only.  

2/ Practice based on predominant tendencies依增上意樂= realize on a chosen object that object is 

but a result of subject. 
3/ Practice based on the characteristics or sign of the object依有相行= one pointed mind in 

samadhi knows the shamatha and vipashyana reflected image影像 as that which is similar相似 to 

that (suchness) 
4/ Practice of transcending the signs依無相行=after this  understanding, contemplate suchness 

with awareness that object is the result of subject. Subject is both cause and effect. 
5/ Effortless practice 無功用行 

The difference is in understanding of the signs of objects in different vehicles. They are only 
paratantra 依他起 for the disciples, but only parikalpita偏計 for the Bodhisattvas, as long as 

vastuparyanta事邊際 is not directly experienced. So ultimately the signs of objects and their 

signlessness is neither same nor different.  It is to be kept in mind, that the approach of Yogacara 
is based on the skillful means of no- attainment 不得, as taught in the transcendental wisdom 

sutras and as interpreted in the Sandhinirmocanasutra解深密經。So, due to non-attainment, the 

equality between the mundane and supermundane 世間與出世平等 is to be directly realized in all 

Buddhist practices. The Yogacara ( see 瑜珈師地論釋， 大正 1579) among others explains two 

types of mind only, the mind only by force of contemplation思擇力唯識, and the mind only by force 

of direct seeing, in the state of samadhi 修行力唯識. That is the depth of the Yogacara 

interpretation of the interdependent origination. According to Yogacara, all Buddhist yogis, no 
matter what vehicle they practice, attain realization based on Alaya. (see 成唯識論， 書記)。

（Also 攝論；Q: why one has to realize mind only? A: For penetrating the supermundane  

shamatha and vipashyana practice based on (one) common characteristic of all the phenomena由

總法出世止觀）. That is,  all that has one’s own characteristic, dwells in mind.一切自性住心 

The following principles in learning to apply attention to the object to learn samadhi and to connect 
it with the vipashyana practice are same for all Buddhist practices. 
 
A/ Five shortcomings過失 to be gradually abandoned by the practice of shamatha  

1/ kausidyam懈怠, laziness, carelessness 

2/ alambanasampramosha失念,lack of mindfulness 

3/ laya心沈, sinking mind 

4/auddhatyam掉舉, excited mind 

5/ abhoga and anabhoga用功與不用功, excessive or deficient application to the object 

 
B/ Eight mind formations that abandon them. 
1/ There are four mental factors that abandon laziness called prahanasamskaras,八斷行 

They are to be linked to four kinds of yoga(信，欲，進精， 方便= protect shila守戒, be free from 

negligence, and practice well the wisdom of shamatha and vipashyana) 
a/shraddha信，faith (manifests as two resolutions信順與清淨)  

b/chanda欲，desire to act (to witness directly, to inquire, to gather equipment and to follow yoga) 

c/ vyayama進精，勁，effort in practice (to hear dharma, to contemplate it, to practice it, and to 

remove obstacles in the path) 
d/prashrabdhi，輕安， pliancy of body and mind 



2/lack of mindfulness is abandoned the practice of correct mindfulness正念 

3/ The tendency of mind to sink is abandoned by awareness正智 and will思 

4/The tendency of mind to excitement is abandoned by awareness and concentration定 

5/ The tendency to excessive application is abandoned by equanimity捨 and the tendency to 

deficient application is abandoned by will思 

 
C/ Six forces六力 that ripen during the progress in meditation 

1/ The force of wisdom from hearing 聞所成慧力 

2/ The force of wisdom from contemplation思所成慧力 

3/ The force of correct mindfulness正念力 

4/ The force of awareness 正智力 

5/ The force of equal application to the object 加行平等力 

6/ The force of habitual practice習慣力 

 
D/ The four attentions bringing the mind to the object (avahana運轉) 

1/ A forceful attention 力勵運轉作意 

2/ Attention with gaps in application有間作意 

3/ Attention without gaps無間作意 

4/ Attention with an effortless application任運作意 

 
E/ The other four attentions to be applied in learning meditation 
1/ Attention to enter into meditation, unable to remove defilements (anulomika隨順作意) 

2/ Attention capable to reduce and remove defilements(pratipakshika對治) 

3/ Attention to uplift the mind (prasadaniya順清淨) 

4/ Attention to investigate the defilements that still remain in mind(pratyavekshaniya順關察) 

 
F/ The four cultivations of attention that gradually lead to the joy of samadhi 
1/ The cultivation of attention that shakes, shatters,  the mind (santapanamanasikara調練心), lets 

it be disenchanted with the shortcomings. 
2/ The cultivation of attention that gladdens the mind(abhishyandana領心欣樂) 

3/ The cultivation of attention that gives rise to pliancy(prashrabdhijanaka生輕安) 

4/ The cultivation of attention that purifies the knowledge and seeing (jnanadarshanavishodhana淨

智見) 

And in other section of the nirnaya 決擇分 we find five cultivations of attention to accomplish the 

path of shamatha and vipashyana; !/ Samvega厭離 arousing the mind from slumber. 2/ Prasada 

欣樂 gladdening the mind 3/ Adinava過患 danger 4/ aloka光明 light 5/ vasturupana了別事

differentiating the real bases of perception. They are complimentary to the preceding four 
cultivations.  
 
G/ Seven kinds of attention to be mastered to accomplish the mundane and supermundane 
purification in the process of learning shamatha and vipashyana. 
1/ Attention to penetrate the characteristics (lakshanapratisamvedi了相作意) 

2/ Attention based on resolution (adhimokshiki勝解) 

3/ Attention to isolate the mind from defilements ( pravivekya遠離) 

4/ Attention investigating the mind (mimamsa觀察) 

5/ Attention collecting the joy of meditation (ratnasamgraha攝樂) 

6/ Attention accomplishing the effort (prayoganishtha加行究竟作意) 

7/ Attention realizing the fruit of the effort ( prayoganishthaphala加行究竟果作意) 

 
The mastery of both shamatha and vipashyana are linked to three methods; 
!/ Following the sign of the object 隨相等引地作意 （application of wisdom from hearing, which 

investigates by differentiating the reflected image only） 



(DMP: Yatha rahado gambhiro vipassanno anavilo, evam dhammam sutvana vipasidati pandito= 
Just like a deep lake with a cristal clear water, so clear becomes the mind of a wise man hearing 
the dhamma). 
2/ Investigating it by wisdom connected with applied thought隨尋求行作意 (application of wisdom 

from contemplation, which has no power to penetrate the reflected image fully) 
3/ Investigating it thoroughly by sustained thought隨伺行作意 (application of wisdom from 

meditation, which can well penetrate the reflected image and thus witness liberation). 
 
In order to understand better the practice of shamatha meditation, and the practice of vipashyana, 
which is based on it, one should try to get some understanding of the mental processes as taught 
in the Yogacara. We will compareit  with the Theravada understanding, so as to make our concept 
clearer. 
In the Yogacara understanding, the mental consciousness can arise simultaneously with one or 
many sensual consciousness together, because it is based in manas and on the alaya 
consciousness through it.. 
Since the immediately preceding condition (samanantarapratyaya等無間緣) gives rise to many 

different mental factors, it can, according to Yogacara, also give rise to many different minds, like 
many waves arise in one ocean (Alaya). So, the sixth consciousness perceives objects of the five 
consciousnesses and can arise together with them, otherwise no object can be seized clearly. It is 
because it is with 【seizing】the differentiation (savikalpa有分別), while the five consciousnesses 

are without [seizing] the differentiation (nirvikalpa無分別). 

The model of perception in the Yogacara is; 1/率而心 2/ 尋求心 3/決定心 4/ 染 或清 新。5/ 等流心 

We shall be concerned with the understanding of the mind process, before explaining the 
vipashyana practice. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 


